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Stability of self-dual black holes
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We study the stability properties of the Cauchy horizon for two different self-dual black hole
solutions obtained in a model inspired by Loop Quantum Gravity. The self-dual spacetimes depend
on a free dimensionless parameter called a polymeric parameter P . For the first metric the Cauchy
horizon is stable for supermassive black holes only if this parameter is sufficiently small. For small
black holes, however the stability is easily implemented. The second metric analyzed is not only
self-dual but also form-invariant under the transformation r → r2
∗
/r and r∗ = 2mP . We find that
this symmetry protects the Cauchy horizon for any value of the polymeric parameter.
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I. INTRODUCTION
One approach to quantum gravity, Loop Quantum
Gravity (LQG) [1–3], has given rise to models that afford
a description of the very early universe. This simplified
framework, which uses a minisuperspace approximation,
has been shown to resolve the initial singularity prob-
lem [4]. A black hole metric in this model, known as
the loop black hole (LBH) [5], has a property of self-
duality that removes the singularity and replaces it with
another asymptotically flat region. Both the thermody-
namic properties [5, 6] and the dynamical aspects of col-
lapse and evaporation [7] of these self-dual black holes
have been previously studied. These black hole space-
times have also been investigated in a midi-superspace
reduction of LQG [8].
The LBH has two horizons – an event horizon and a
Cauchy horizon – and as such raises additional questions
as to the stability of its interior [9, 14]. Cauchy hori-
zons are notoriously unstable, and it is not a-priori clear
that the LBH has a stable interior. In the present work
we consider this question by analyzing the behaviour of
a scalar field propagating inside the outer horizon. We
find that the LBH has improved stability over classical
2-horizon black holes, such as the Reissner-Nordstro¨m
black hole. We find furthermore that a particular sub-
class of LBHs are fully stable under such perturbations.
Our paper is organized as follows. First, we recall the
loop black hole (LBH) derivation in short. Second, we de-
rive the equation of motion for a scalar field in the LBH
background then we derive the solution near the hori-
zons. We conclude by applying the analysis to two dif-
ferent kind of LBHs showing a substantial improvement
of the stability of the Cauchy horizon. The two metrics
depend on a free parameter P known as the polymeric
parameter. For the first LBH metric we obtain stability
if P is sufficiently small. The second metric instead is
stable for any value of P .
II. LOOP BLACK HOLE
The regular black hole metric that we will be using
is derived from a simplified model of LQG [5]. LQG is
based on a canonical quantization of the Einstein equa-
tions written in terms of the Ashtekar variables [15], that
is in terms of an SU(2) 3-dimensional connection A and a
triad E. The basis states of LQG then are closed graphs,
the edges of which are labeled by irreducible SU(2) rep-
resentations and the vertices by SU(2) intertwiners (for
a review see e.g. [1–3]). The edges of the graph repre-
sent quanta of area with area γl2P
√
j(j + 1), where j is
a half-integer representation label on the edge, lP is the
Planck length, and γ is a parameter of order 1 called the
Immirzi parameter. The vertices of the graph represent
quanta of 3-volume. One important consequence that
we will use in the following is that the area is quantized
and the smallest possible quanta correspond to an area
of
√
3/2γl2P .
To obtain the simplified black hole model the following
2assumptions were made. First, the number of variables
was reduced by assuming spherical symmetry. Then,
instead of all possible closed graphs, a regular lattice
with edge lengths δb and δc was used. The solution was
then obtained dynamically inside the homogeneous re-
gion (that is inside the horizon where space is homoge-
neous but not static). An analytic continuation to the
outside of the horizon shows that one can reduce the two
free parameters by identifying the minimum area present
in the solution with the minimum area of LQG. The one
remaining unknown constant δb is a dimensionless pa-
rameter of the model that determines the strength of
deviations from the classical theory, and would have to
be constrained by experiment. Redefining δb = δ, the
free parameter that appears in the metric is ǫ = δγ,
the product of the Immirzi parameter γ and the poly-
meric quantity δ. With the plausible expectation that
quantum gravitational corrections become relevant only
when the curvature is in the Planckian regime, corre-
sponding to δγ < 1, outside the horizon the solution is
the Schwarzschild solution up to negligible Planck-scale
corrections in lP and δγ. This quantum gravitationally
corrected Schwarzschild metric can be expressed in the
form
ds2 = −G(r)dt2 + dr
2
F (r)
+H(r)dΩ(2), (1)
with dΩ(2) = dθ2 + sin2 θdφ2 and
G(r) =
(r − r+)(r − r−)(r + r∗)2
r4 + a2o
,
F (r) =
(r − r+)(r − r−)r4
(r + r∗)2(r4 + a2o)
,
H(r) = r2 +
a2o
r2
. (2)
Here, r+ = 2m and r− = 2mP 2 are the two horizons,
and r∗ =
√
r+r− = 2mP . P is the polymeric parameter
P = (
√
1 + ǫ2−1)/(√1 + ǫ2+1), with ǫ = δγ ≪ 1. Hence
P ≪ 1, implying r− and r∗ are very close to r = 0. The
area ao is equal to Amin/8π, Amin being the minimum
area gap of LQG.
Note that in the above metric, r is only asymptot-
ically the usual radial coordinate since gθθ is not just
r2. We shall see that this choice of coordinates however
has the advantage of easily revealing the properties of
this metric. Most importantly, in the limit r → ∞, the
deviations from the Schwarzschild-solution are of order
Mǫ2/r, where M is the usual ADM-mass:
G(r) → 1− 2M
r
(1− ǫ2) ,
F (r) → 1− 2M
r
,
H(r) → r2. (3)
The ADM mass is the mass inferred by an observer at flat
asymptotic infinity; it is determined solely by the metric
at asymptotic infinity. The parameter m in the solution
is related to the mass M by M = m(1 + P )2.
If one now makes the coordinate transformation R =
ao/r with the rescaling t˜ = t r
2
∗/ao, and simultaneously
substitutes R± = ao/r∓, R∗ = ao/r∗ one finds that the
metric in the new coordinates has the same form as in the
old coordinates, thus exhibiting a very compelling type
of self-duality with dual radius r =
√
ao. Looking at the
angular part of the metric, one sees that this dual radius
corresponds to a minimal possible surface element. It is
then also clear that in the limit r → 0, corresponding
to R →∞, the solution does not have a singularity, but
instead has another asymptotically flat Schwarzschild re-
gion.
An important quantity for studying stability is the sur-
face gravity
κ2 = −gµνgρσ∇µχρ∇νχσ/2 = −gµνgρσΓρµ0Γσν0/2, (4)
where χµ = (1, 0, 0, 0) is a timelike Killing vector in r >
r+ and r < r− but space-like in r− < r < r+ and Γµνρ
are the connection coefficients. For the metric (1) we find
the following values
κ− =
4m3P 4(1− P 2)
16m4P 8 + a2o
, κ+ =
4m3(1− P 2)
16m4 + a2o
. (5)
for the surface gravity on the inner and outer horizons.
In the last section we will also study the stability of a
second, more symmetric, space-time that has exactly the
same form as (2) but with r2∗ in place of ao.
III. A SCALAR FIELD ON THE LBH
BACKGROUND
The wave-equation for a scalar field in a general spher-
ically symmetric curved space-time reads
1√−g∂µ
(
gµν
√−g∂νΦ
)−m2ΦΦ = 0, (6)
where Φ ≡ Φ(r, θ, φ, t). Inserting the metric of the self-
dual black hole we obtain the following differential equa-
tion
H(r)
(
2
∂2Φ
∂t2
−G(r)F ′(r)∂Φ
∂r
)
−2G(r)
(
∂2Φ
∂θ2
+ cot θ
∂Φ
∂θ
+ csc2 θ
∂2Φ
∂φ2
)
−F (r)
(
32m2Φ csc θ
√
G(r)
F (r)
Φ +H(r)G′(r)
∂Φ
∂r
+2G(r)H ′(r)
∂Φ
∂r
+ 2G(r)H(r)
∂2Φ
∂r2
)
= 0 (7)
3where a dash indicates a partial derivative with respect
to r. Making use of spherical symmetry and time-
translation invariance, we write the scalar field as
Φ(r, θ, φ, t) := T (t)ϕ(r)Y (θ, φ) . (8)
omitting the indexes l,m in the spherical harmonic func-
tions Ylm(θ, φ). Using the standard method of separation
of variables allows us to split Eq. (7) in three equations,
one depending on the r coordinate, one on the t coor-
dinate and the remaining one depending on the angular
variables θ, φ,
√
GF
H
∂
∂r
(
H
√
GF
∂ϕ(r)
∂r
)
(9)
=
[
G
(
m2Φ +
l(l+ 1)
H
)
− ω2
]
ϕ(r),(
∂2
∂θ2
+ cot θ
∂
∂θ
+ csc2 θ
∂2
∂φ2
)
Y (θ, φ)= −K2Y (θ, φ),
∂2
∂t2
T (t) = −ω2T (t), (10)
where K2 = l(l + 1). To further simplify this expres-
sion we rewrite it by use of the tortoise coordinate r∗
implicitly defined by
dr∗
dr
:=
1√
GF
. (11)
Integration yields the new radial tortoise coordinate
r∗ = r − a
2
o
r r−r+
+ a2o
(r− + r+)
r2−r
2
+
log(r)
−
(
a2o + r
4
−
)
r2−(r+ − r−)
log |r − r−|
+
(
a2o + r
4
+
)
r2+(r+ − r−)
log |r − r+| . (12)
Further introducing the new radial field ϕ(r) :=
ψ(r)/
√
H the radial equation (9) simplifies to[
∂2
∂r∗2
+ ω2 − V (r(r∗))
]
ψ(r) = 0, (13)
V (r) = G
(
m2Φ +
K2
H
)
+
1
2
√
GF
H
[
∂
∂r
(√
GF
H
∂H
∂r
)]
.
Inserting the metric of the self-dual black hole we finally
obtain
V (r) =
(r − r−)(r − r+)
(r4 + a2o)
4
[ (
a2o + r
4
)3
m2Φ(r + r∗)
2
+r2
(
a4o
(
r
( (
K2 − 2) r + r− + r+)+ 2K2rr∗ +K2r2∗)
+2a2or
4
( (
K2 + 5
)
r2 + 2K2rr∗ +K2r2∗ − 5r(r− + r+)
+5r−r+
)
+ r8
(
K2(r + r∗)2 + r(r− + r+)− 2r−r+
) )]
.
For K2 = l(l+ 1) = 0
V0(r) =
(r − r−)(r − r+)
(a2o + r
4)
4
[ (
a2o + r
4
)3
m2Φ(r + r∗)
2
+r2
(
a4or(−2r + r− + r+) + 2a2or4
(
5r2 − 5r(r− + r+)
+5r−r+
)
+ r8(r(r− + r+)− 2r−r+)
)]
.
The potential V (r) is zero at r = r+ and r− as for the
classical Reissner-Nordstro¨m black hole. We therefore
can follow the same analysis as for this case, approxi-
mating V (r(r∗)) near the horizons via
V (r∗) ∝ e2κ+r∗ , for r → r+ or r∗ → −∞ ,
V (r∗) ∝ e−2κ−r∗ , for r → r− or r∗ → +∞ . (14)
We will now focus on massless fields near the horizons.
If we ignore the angular part of the solution then the field
is given by
ψ =
∫
α(ω)
r
ψωe
−iωtdω,
where α(ω) gives the spectrum and ψω are solutions
to Eq. (13). ψωe
−iωt will in general consist of two
linearly independent solutions corresponding to right-
moving (outgoing) and left-moving (ingoing) waves trav-
eling along surfaces of constant null coordinates u = r∗−t
and v = r∗ + t respectively. Thus, the total field ψ can
be decomposed into two functions, one of u and one of v,
which describe its right-moving and left-moving modes.
We represent this with the equation
ψ =
1
r
[
g(−)(u) + g(+)(v)
]
. (15)
We will need to derive the form of g(−) and g(+) even-
tually. Assuming that they are given, however, we can
compute the energy density ρ of the field as measured
by a freely falling observer near the horizon with four-
velocity Uα; we have
ρ = ψ,αψ,βU
αUβ +
1
2
ψ,αψ
∗,α.
However, since u, v = const are null surfaces, the form of
ψ near the horizons implies that this will be dominated
by the |ψ,αUα|2 term.
The four-velocity of a timelike, radial geodesic is
U t =
E
G
=
E(r4 + a2o)
(r − r+)(r − r−)(r + r∗)2
U r = −
[
F
G
(
E2 −G)]1/2 (16)
=
−r2
(r + r∗)2
[
E2 − (r − r+)(r − r−)(r + r∗)
2
r4 + a2o
]1/2
.
4where we define U r to be negative; this will always be
the case between the horizons r− < r < r+ (since r nec-
essarily decreases for any observer in this region). E is a
constant of the motion, the sign of which gives the direc-
tion of travel between the horizons; E > 0 corresponds
to a left-moving observer and E < 0 to a right-moving
one (This can be seen because between the horizons G
will be negative and the t-coordinate runs to the right).
Our goal is to compute the energy density ρ ∝
|Uαg(±),α |2. It is easily seen that g(±),t = ±g(±)
′
and
g
(±)
,r =
1√
GF
g(±)
′
, where g(±)
′
is the derivative of g(±)
with respect to v or u depending on the sign. With this
we obtain
Uαg(±),α =
g(±)
′
G
(
±E − |E2 −G|1/2
)
=
(r4 + a2o)g
(±)′
(r − r+)(r − r−)(r + r∗)2 ×(
±E −
∣∣∣∣E2 − (r − r+)(r − r−)(r + r∗)2r4 + a2o
∣∣∣∣
1/2
)
. (17)
Let us examine this result in the limit r → r−. For
a left-moving observer (E > 0) we see that Uαg
(+)
,α re-
mains finite but Uαg
(−)
,α diverges, unless of course g(−)
′
can compensate for the divergence. Conversely, for a
right-moving observer (E < 0) Uαg
(+)
,α diverges while
Uαg
(−)
,α remains finite.
Near the inner horizon, r ≃ r−, the tortoise coordinate
is dominated by
r∗ ≃ r
4 + a2o
r2−(r− − r+)
log |r − r−| = −(2κ−)−1 log |r − r−|.
From this is can be shown that for a right-moving ob-
server dr
∗
dt =
dr∗
dr
Ur
Ut ≃ 1, from which we obtain
−v = −t− r∗ ≃ −2r∗ + const (18)
≃ κ−1− log |r − r−|+ const =⇒ (r − r−)−1 ∝ eκ−v.
This gives us the form of the divergence in Uαg
(+)
,α
expressed in null coordinates (recall that as r→ r−, v →
∞ for a right-moving observer and u → ∞ for a left-
moving one). That is,
Uαg(+),α ∝ g(+)
′
eκ−v for r ≃ r− and E < 0. (19)
Thus, if the loop black hole is to remain stable on r−
then g(+)
′
must decay at least as fast as e−κ−v in order
to placate the divergence as v → ∞. A similar analysis
shows that g(−)
′
must decay at least as fast as e−κ−u in
order to stop the divergence of Uαg
(−)
,α as u → ∞ for
observers with E > 0. Our goal now is now to compute
these quantities to determine stability.
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FIG. 1: Penrose diagram for the loop black hole on the right
and its Reissner-Nordstro¨m analog on the left.
IV. NEAR HORIZON SOLUTION
In order to compute g(±)
′
we reproduce a calculation
used in [9] to determine the inner horizon stability of the
Reissner-Nordstro¨m black hole. The applicability of this
same calculation to the present case is due to the sim-
ilarities between the Reissner-Nordstro¨m spacetime and
that of the loop black hole; both spacetimes are displayed
in Fig. (1).
Since we are only interested in the field near the hori-
zons, where the potential is exceedingly small, we can
decompose the total solution to Eq. (13), which we will
call Ψω, into the zero-potential solution ψω plus an in-
finitesimal perturbation produced by the small potential
ǫω: Ψω = ψω+ǫω. We set the initial conditions to consist
only of ingoing waves and we choose the time dependence
to be e−iωt; this requires that ψω = e−iωr
∗
.
An ingoing (left-moving) wave will scatter off of the
small potential near the horizons, and these scatterings
are represented by ǫω. There are two scatterings that are
of potential interest with regard to stability at the inner
horizon, as displayed in Fig. (2). The first of these con-
sists of right-moving waves traveling along the left branch
of r−; these would have scattered off of the main wave
as it neared r− and are labeled with a “1” in Fig. (2).
For these waves we must check the form of g(−)
′
to test
for stability. The second scattering of interest consists
of left-moving waves that travel along the right branch
of r−. These waves can form by the following process.
Consider a scattering produced just after the main wave
has entered the outer horizon; it would be right-moving
and traveling along r+. As this wave approaches the in-
5main wave
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FIG. 2: Displaying the two scatterings off of the main wave
which could potentially cause instability at the Cauchy hori-
zon. For scatterings 1 and 2 we must check the forms of g(−)
′
and g(+)
′
respectively.
tersection of r+ and r− in the Penrose diagram it enters a
region of strong potential. Seeing as the wave is assumed
to be very small, a strong potential would be expected to
scatter this wave again with effectively 100% efficiency;
in this case the entire wave is scattered such that it is
now a left-moving wave traveling along the right branch
of r− as labeled by a “2” in Fig. (2). For these waves we
must check the form of g(+)
′
to test for stability.
In order to solve for ǫω we use a Green’s function
Gω(r
∗, y∗),(
∂2
∂r∗2
+ ω2
)
Gω(r
∗, y∗) = δ(r∗ − y∗). (20)
Having chosen an e−iωt time dependence, we opt for the
solution
Gω(r
∗, y∗) =
{
1
2iω e
iω(r∗−y∗) if r∗ > y∗,
1
2iω e
−iω(r∗−y∗) if r∗ < y∗.
(21)
Now, since Ψω = ψω+ǫω solves Eq. 13 while ψω solves
the same equation with the potential set to zero, we find
that ǫω approximately solves(
∂2
∂r∗2
+ ω2
)
ǫω(r
∗) = V (r∗)ψω(r∗), (22)
the solution of which is
ǫω(r
∗) =
∫ ∞
−∞
Gω(r
∗, y∗)V (y∗)ψω(y∗)dy∗. (23)
Here we are interested in the scattering produced by
the outer horizon potential V (y∗) = V0e2κ+y
∗
, y∗ → −∞.
For purposes of computational ease let us set V (y∗) = 0
for y∗ ≥ 0. We evaluate this integral for r∗ > 0 since this
will be the case when the wave approaches r−, which is
what we are interested in. Identifying ψω = e
−iωr∗ we
obtain trivially
ǫω(r
∗) =
V0e
iωr∗
4iω(κ+ − iω) . (24)
Including time dependence we obtain the right-moving
wave
e−iωtǫω(r∗) =
V0e
iωu
4iω(κ+ − iω) . (25)
We now need to evaluate the total wave consisting of
all modes. Let us impose a δ-function pulse for the form
of the primary wave ψ =
∫ α(ω)
r ψωe
−iωtdω = δ(v)/r; this
implies α(ω) = 12pi and thus gives the total scattered wave
ǫ =
1
2πr
∫ ∞
−∞
e−iωtǫωdω =
1
2πr
∫ ∞
−∞
V0e
iωu
4iω(κ+ − iω)dω.
(26)
As explained above, when this wave approaches the in-
tersection of r+ and r− in the Penrose diagram it will be
entering a region of high potential, which can be expected
to scatter the small wave with near 100% efficiency. We
assume this condition here, and so the wave after this
second scattering will be of the same form as that just
derived but traveling leftwards instead of rightwards. Re-
calling Eq. 15, we thus have the form of g(+)(v) for this
wave
g(+)(v) =
1
2π
∫ ∞
−∞
V0e
−iωv
4iω(κ+ − iω)dω. (27)
where the exponential is negative because we are still
using an e−iωt time dependence.
In order to test for stability, however, we require the
derivative of this:
g(+)
′
(v) = − 1
2π
∫ ∞
−∞
V0e
−iωv
4(κ+ − iω)dω. (28)
This is evaluated via a simple contour integration and
gives the primary result of this paper
g(+)
′
(v) = −V0
4
e−κ+v. (29)
Recall that the stability of the inner horizon is contin-
gent on this quantity decaying at least as fast as e−κ−v,
and so we see that it simply comes down to comparing
the two surface gravities κ+ and κ−. For the Reissner-
Nordstro¨m black hole this result was used to show that
the inner horizon is unstable [9], since in that case one
always has κ− > κ+, and so g(+)
′
(v) does not decay fast
enough to suppress the energy density divergence. This is
not necessarily the case for the loop black hole, however.
6Recall that there were two possible divergences that
could occur at r−, the other one being generated by fields
near the left branch of r− and with stability contingent
on g(−)
′
(u) decaying at least as fast as e−κ−u. In this case
a similar analysis can be performed which shows that it
decays exacly as fast this, thus maintaining stability in
this respect [9]. We therefore consider only Eq. (29) in
the sequel.
The two surface gravities are given by
κ+ =
4m3(1 − P 2)
16m4 + a2o
=
r2+(r+ − r−)
2(r4+ + a
2
o)
, (30)
κ− =
4m3P 4(1− P 2)
16m4P 8 + a2o
=
r2−(r+ − r−)
2(r4− + a2o)
, (31)
where r+ = 2m, r− = 2mP 2 and the ADM mass of the
black hole is M = m(1 + P )2.
Unlike the Reissner-Nordstro¨m black hole it is entirely
possible here to have κ− < κ+, which we have shown to
result in a stable inner horizon. To see this recall that P
is expected to be a very small number, and in the limit
P → 0 we have κ− → 0 while κ+ remains non-zero. The
limiting case for stability is when the surface gravities are
equal κ+ = κ−; under this condition we refer to the loop
black hole as being symmetric since both an observer and
a dual observer will see the exact same metric. κ+ = κ−
(see next section). We see that stability of the inner
horizon will be retained (κ− ≤ κ+) only as long as
M ≤
√
ao(1 + P )
2
2P
. (32)
That is, with a small enough (but not zero) polymeric
parameter P the loop black hole will be stable.
With this inequality we can give a heuristic upper
bound for P by setting ao to the Planck area and M
to the estimated mass of the universe M ∼ 1053 kg [16].
Requiring stability even in this extreme mass case gives
a bound of P . 10−61. Assuming that the Immirzi pa-
rameter is on the order of unity γ ∼ 1 this further gives
a bound on the polymeric parameter δ . 10−30. Note
that setting these parameters to these values renders all
LBHs in our universe stable. However it does not render
all possible LBHs stable. In the next section we con-
sider a subclass of LBHs that are fully stable under the
perturbations we consider.
V. THE SYMMETRIC BLACK HOLE
In this section we consider a different metric, obtained
by fixing in a different way the integration constant B
appearing in the general solution, which reads
ds2 = − (r − r+)(r − r−)(r + r∗)
2
r4 +B2
dt2
+
dr2
(r−r+)(r−r−)r4
(r+r∗)2(r4+B2)
+
(B2
r2
+ r2
)
dΩ(2). (33)
The metric considered in the previous section is obtained
fixing B (referred to as the bounce parameter) using the
minimum area of the full theory (LQG); for more details
see [5]. Here we instead fix this parameter in such a way
as to utilize the dual nature of the semiclassical metric.
We recall that the metric presents two event horizons in
r+ = 2m and r− = 2mP 2 and two free parameters: the
polymeric function P , which is a function of the prod-
uct γ2δ2, and the free bounce parameter B, which has
dimensions of (length)2. In the limit P → 0 and B → 0
the metric reduces to the Schwarzschild solution.
Going back to the property of self-dualty, the metric
(33) is invariant (in form) under the transformation
r→ R = B
r
(34)
and the dual metric is
ds2 = − (R−R+)(R−R−)(R+R∗)
2
R4 +B2
dt2
+
dR2
(R−R+)(R−R−)r4
(R+R∗)2(R4+B2)
+
(B2
R2
+R2
)
dΩ(2), (35)
if we define R+ = B/2mP
2, R− = B/2m and R∗ =
B/2mP and we redefine the time coordinate to t →
t r2∗/B.
Now we fix the bounce parameterB such that the dual-
ity is upgraded to a symmetry of the metric. The metric
is invariant under the symmetry r → R = B/r iff B = r2∗,
namely
gµν(r)→ g′µν(R) = gµν(R) ∀R. (36)
In this case it is not necessary to redefine the time coor-
dinate. Furthermore, the dual observer sees exactly the
same mass m because R+ = 2m = r+, R− = 2mP 2 = r−
and R∗ = 2mP = r∗. The final form of the metric is
ds2 = − (r − r+)(r − r−)(r + r∗)
2
r4 + r∗4
dt2
+
dr2
(r−r+)(r−r−)r4
(r+r∗)2(r4+r∗4)
+
(r∗4
r2
+ r2
)
dΩ(2). (37)
On the other hand we can expand the component grr(r)
of the metric and obtain the ADM mass from the coeffi-
cient of the term that is first order in 1/r. The result is
mADM = m(1+P )
2. In other words the ADM mass and
the dual ADM mass are equal. For this solution the sur-
face gravity on the event horizon is equal to the surface
gravity on the Cauchy horizon
κ+ = κ− =
(1− P 2)
4m(1 + P 4)
(38)
and based on our previous analysis the Cauchy horizon
is stable ∀P . The interesting result in this section is
7that the new symmetry between large and short distances
protects the inner Cauchy horizon from collapsing to a
curvature singularity. We have the combination of two
effects: the presence of the polymeric parameter P which
regularizes the metric and the new symmetry. It seems
both are necessary to have a stable Cauchy horizon for
any black hole mass.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We have studied the stability of the loop black hole
by considering perturbative scatterings off of an ingoing
field pulse. Applying the same analysis performed in [9]
it was found that the energy density of these perturba-
tions diverges to linear order near the Cauchy horizon if
the surface gravities satisfy κ− > κ+. It should be noted
that since the perturbations are assumed very small such
a divergence indicates a breakdown in our approximation.
As such, while this divergence is highly indicative of in-
stability it is not conclusive. Using the metric Eq. (1)
we discovered that Cauchy horizon stability (in the sense
just described) is contingent on the mass of the black hole
being less than a specified value, the magnitude of which
is determined by the constants of the underlying theory.
We also found that stability can be achieved independent
of the black hole mass by making a different choice of the
constant B present in the derivation of the metric.
The analysis presented here can be easily performed for
other quantum gravity inspired black hole solutions [10]
since they all seem to have a curiously similar spacetime
structure to that of the Reissner-Nordstro¨m black hole.
In the end it comes down to simply comparing the surface
gravities of the horizons: if κ− > κ+ then the Cauchy
horizon stability becomes questionable. For example, a
similar analysis has been performed for a black hole met-
ric inspired by noncommutative geometry [11, 12]; this
work will be available in a future publication. In this
case it was found that the Cauchy horizon is always un-
stable, even when an ultraviolet cutoff is added to the
field.
A fundamental result in the theory of Cauchy horizon
instability is the phenomenon of mass inflation. This was
discovered by Poisson and Israel [14]; it is a process in
which the mass function of the Reissner-Nordstro¨m black
hole diverges at the Cauchy horizon and is considered
to be a much stronger and conclusive argument towards
instability than what we have presented here. Applying
the more rigorous analysis of mass inflation to the loop
black hole represents the next step in this line of research,
and it is the path that the authors now plan to take.
Another approximation made in this analysis, and one
present in the derivation of mass inflation as well, is that
we have not bothered to quantize the matter fields prop-
agating in the black hole. It is largely unclear what
changes such a quantization would make on the result
of Cauchy horizon instability [17].
Finally, we wish to ponder whether or not the discovery
of a stable Cauchy horizon should be an encouraging one
or not. The primary goal of developing quantum gravity
black hole solutions seems to be to placate the singu-
larities present in their classical counterparts. As such,
the result of a stable Cauchy horizon would be seen as
a success among quantum gravity theorists. It must be
remembered, however that relativists breathed a great
sigh of relief upon the discovery that the Cauchy horizon
was indeed (classically) unstable [14]. This is because
without such a singularity the Cauchy horizon becomes
traversable and we are left with the result that our theory
is no longer deterministic. In classical general relativity
this is seen as a big problem, as well it should. Of course
when one includes quantum effects it may not be surpris-
ing or even disturbing to find that the theory becomes
nondeterministic, but this perspective could likely be de-
bated given the context under which we lose determinism
here. We conclude that further thought and insight is
needed to solve this quandary.
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